Blocker Tolerant Radio Architectures

ABSTRACT

Future radio platforms have to be inexpensive and deal with a variety of co-existence issues. The technology trend during the last few years is towards system on chip (SoC) that is able to process multiple standards re-using most of the digital and digitization resources. A major bottle-neck to this approach is the co-existence of this standards operating at different frequency bands that are hitting the antenna and receiver front-end. So the current research is focused on the optimization of various building blocks of the wireless transceivers for current and incoming standards.

The co-existence issue becomes more severe in broadband multi-standard receivers. Since the amount of out-of-band power is excessive compared with the desired channel, the linearity of both front-end and digitizer becomes the main limitation for achieving the required performance. This issue is even more relevant for cost effective saw-less architectures, where no or very weak RF filtering is present at the LNA input. SAW less radio front end is a cost effective and a possible solution for software defined radio (SDR). SDRs replace the multiple dedicated radios in a receiver with a single programmable radio, reducing, area, cost and power consumption. Non-linearities generate cross products and some of them are folded-back into the main channel increasing dramatically the in-band noise level.

The research work is devoted to the development of low cost, highly linear, inductorless RF front-ends, high performance radio partitioning methodology and blocker tolerant ADCs. During the research work on RF front ends, multiple linearization techniques for low noise amplifiers are developed. One proposed robust linearization technique is based on derivative
superposition method insensitive to P.V.T variations. The technique enhanced the linearity (IIP3) of LNAs by 10dB. Large signal linearity is also improved in another implementation. Highly linear LNAs are very critical for receivers especially for SAW less radio front ends.

During the research on blocker tolerant ADC architectures for wireless applications an intensive study and was done on the sensitivity of CT ΔΣ ADC to blockers jitter. Strong OOB blockers degrade the DR of the ADC and can potentially destabilize the system. A blocker tolerant CT ΔΣ ADC for broadband receivers is proposed. With the proposed integrated blocker detector/attenuator and minimally invasive integrated blocker filter, the implemented ADC achieves high blocker immunity.

A new radio partitioning technique presents a novel CMOS RF front end module (FEM) with Power amplifier (PA), Low noise amplifier (LNA) and Transmit/Receive (T/R) switch co-designed with Antenna. The co-design gives the many advantage and improves the overall performance. The architecture of this block called active antenna is separated from the SoC transceiver. This separated FEM design methodology gives robust analog and mixed signal radio development in scaled technology for SoC integration, and the co-design of the RF FEM-antenna system.
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